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ABSTRACT

A video coding scheme is presented in which the coding
is performed on individual moving objects� A Markov
Random Field model is employed in �nding the motion
and boundaries of the objects� By guiding the object
segmentation process with the spatial color informa�
tion� meaningful objects representative of the real video
scene are extracted� Furthermore� this enables a system�
atic treatment in handling the covered�uncovered re�
gions� as well as the appearance�disappearance of mov�
ing objects� The rate for transmitting object motion and
boundary is greatly reduced by use of temporal updat�
ing� The interior coding is performed by object�based
subband decomposition� Simulations indicate promising
results for low bitrate applications�

� INTRODUCTION

With very low bitrate coding emerging as an important
�eld of video compression� object�based video coding
has received considerable attention recently ��� �� 	� 
��
This is evidenced further by the on�going MPEG�
 stan�
dardization process� In object�based analysis�synthesis
coding the scene content is analyzed at the transmit�
ter� The reconstruction is carried out at the receiver by
synthesizing the image sequence using the transmitted
information� Consequently� e�cient and reliable extrac�
tion of moving objects and accurate estimation of their
motion are essential� Although numerous publications
have appeared on the subject� few of them carry out
the entire analysis�coding process from start to �nish�
Thus� the widespread belief that object�based methods
could outperform standard techniques at low rates has
yet to be �rmly established� We attempt to take the
step in that direction with new ideas in both the mo�
tion analysis and the source encoding procedures�
In this paper an enhanced motion estimation and

segmentation algorithm is proposed� It is based on a
coupled MRF model with the usual constraints such as
spatiotemporal smoothness and consistency of the mo�
tion vectors and segmentation labels ��� � ��� In ad�
dition� we constrain the motion boundaries to coincide
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with spatial intensity boundaries� We link the segmen�
tations at consecutive frames to construct objects in the
space�time domain� Furthermore� extraction of the cov�
ered�uncovered regions is more robust and meaningful
because the segmentation represents objects in the real
video scene� A relatively smoothmotion �eld is obtained
within each object� The contour information can also be
encoded e�ciently by means of temporal updating us�
ing the linked object labels� This alleviates the bottle�
neck created by the contour information in region�based
coding schemes ��� where contours are coded frame by
frame�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� The
joint motion estimation�segmentation algorithm based
on the MRF model is presented in detail in section �� We
compress the motion �elds by �tting an a�ne paramet�
ric model to each object� The parametric representation
leads to an e�cient temporal updating technique to en�
code the contour information� These two methods are
described in section 	� In section 
� we discuss the inte�
rior coding �color�texture� of objects� an important in�
gredient of object�based coding systems which has been
overlooked for the most part� We introduce object�
based motion compensated subband�wavelet coding�
and present simulation results of our overall coding sys�
tem at low bitrates� Section  contains concluding re�
marks and discusses an alternative object�based encod�
ing method that is currently under investigation�

� MOTION ANALYSIS

��� Problem formulation

At time t� let It represent the discretized sequence of
images� dt the motion �eld� and zt the segmentation
�eld consisting of numerical labels at every pixel� each
label representing one moving object� Then� the goal of
motion estimation�segmentation is to �nd fdt� ztg given
It and It��� We adopt the maximuma posteriori �MAP�
formulation�

f�dt��ztg � arg max
fdt�ztg

p�dt� ztjIt� It��� ���



which can be rewritten via Bayes rule as

f�dt��ztg � arg max
fdt�ztg

p�It��jdt� zt� It�p�dtjzt� It�p�ztjIt�

���
Given the formulation of ���� the rest of the work
amounts to specifying the probability densities �or the
corresponding energy functions� involved and solving for
the solution�

��� Probability models

The �rst term on the right�hand side of ��� is the like�
lihood functional that describes how well the observed
images match the motion �eld data� We adopt the ad�
ditive noise model used in ����

Ul�I
t��jdt� It� �

X
x
�It�x�� It���x � dt�x������� �	�

The a priori density of the motion� p�dtjzt� It�� en�
forces prior constraints on the motion �eld� We adopt a
coupled MRF model to govern the interaction between
the motion �eld and segmentation �eld both spatially
and temporally� The corresponding energy function is
given as
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where ���� refers to the usual Kronecker delta function�
k � k is Euclidean norm inR�� andNx indicates a spatial
neighborhood system with respect to x� The �rst two
terms of �
� are similar to those in ���� while the third
term encourages consistency of the object labels along
motion trajectories� This constraint allows a framework
for the object labels to be linked in time�
The object label �eld is also modeled in a novel man�

ner so that the object discontinuities coincide with spa�
tial intensity boundaries� The energy function is mod�
eled as

Uz�z
tjIt� �

X
x

X
y�Nx

Vc�z�x�� z�y�jI
t�� ��

where the clique potential is given by

Vc�z�x�� z�y�jI
t� �

����
���

�� if z�x� � z�y�� s�x� � s�y�
� if z�x� � z�y�� s�x� �� s�y�
�� if z�x� �� z�y�� s�x� � s�y�
� if z�x� �� z�y�� s�x� �� s�y�

���
Here� s refers to the spatial segmentation �eld that is
pre�determined from I� A simple region�growing method

��� was used in our experiments� This slightly more
complex model ensures that the moving object segments
have some sort of spatial cohesiveness as well� This can
be a very important property in certain coding situa�
tions�

��� Solution

Due to the equivalence of MRFs and Gibbs densities�
the MAP solution amounts to a minimization of the
sum of potentials given by �	�� �
�� and ��� To ease
the computation� a two�step iterative procedure ��� is
implemented� where the motion and segmentation �elds
are found in an alternating fashion assuming the other
is given� Mean �eld annealing ��� is used for the motion
�eld estimation� while the object label �eld is found by
a deterministic iterated conditional modes �ICM� algo�
rithm�

� MOTION�CONTOUR CODING

Because of the spatial smoothness of the resulting mo�
tion �eld within each object� the object motion could
be represented e�ciently by parametrization� We chose
the six parameter a�ne model pT

i � �axxaxyayxayytxty�
for each object i given by�
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�
�

�
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��
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�
�

�
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�
���

where �vx� vy� refers to the motion �eld� The pi�s can
be found by least�squares estimation using the dense
motion �eld for each object� This amounts to �tting a
plane in the velocity space� Furthermore� the a�ne pa�
rameters for each object are predicted from the stored
parameters of the previous frame� Other waveform cod�
ing techniques could be used to take advantage of the
spatial and temporal correlation�
The contour information describing the object bound�

aries is encoded with a novel e�cient algorithm� First�
for any �new� object� an intra�frame lossless chain cod�
ing scheme is implemented� For an object n that is �con�
tinuing� at frame t� the location and shape is �rst pre�
dicted from t� � by �nding and mapping the a�ne dis�
placement parameters from t�� to t� These parameters
can be derived from ��� without explicit computation
by assuming that the velocity �elds and displacement
�elds are equivalent� Then at every site in t� we search
for the precedent in t�� by trying all the pi�s using ����
If we point back to object n at t � �� and this matches
our predicted label for that site� label n is selected� For
the remaining pixels� mostly at the boundaries� the am�
biguity is resolved by transmitting ��bit �ags �assum�
ing only � objects share the boundary�� This method
proved e�cient because the number of such pixels to
update usually turned out to be small�

� VIDEO CODING RESULTS

In object�based video coding� each frame is segmented
into the moving objects� and the coding and decoding
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is done object�by�object� The interior coding of ob�
jects following motion compensation is performed using
a region�based subband scheme� �rst introduced in ����
for still image compression� A spatial subband analy�
sis�synthesis is performed on each object� with entropy
coding using uniform quantizers on the subband coef�
�cients� The overall encoding scheme for one object is
shown in Fig ��
Simulations were performed on the QCIF resolution

sequences Miss America and Carphone at a frame rate
of �� Hz� The motion estimation�segmentation pro�
duced ��� objects for Miss America and ����	 objects
for Carphone� Observing Fig �� the object segments
indeed were temporally tracked� and the appearance of
new movingobjects is properly handled� The hair is con�
sidered a part of the stationary background in the begin�
ning� and gets labeled as a moving object when it starts
to move to the right� The new label is assigned within
the context of the MRF formulation� The hair is again
merged into the background when it stopped moving�
In Fig 	� we can see that our motion estimates provided
a smooth motion �eld that adhered to the true motion�
The bits among the objects were allocated according
to the residual variances and spatial sizes� Our results
were compared with standard ��x�� block matching and
DCT encoding� using the H���	 variable length code ta�
ble ����� Results in terms of decoded PSNR at �� kbps
for Miss America and �
 kbps for Carphone are sum�
marized below� The results of our object�based encoder
were visually more pleasing� with reduced blurriness and
no blocking e�ects� as demonstrated in Fig 	�

proposed block�based
Miss America 	�
� dB 	�	� dB
Carphone 	���� dB ���	� dB

� CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced new results on object�based video
coding� An improved motion estimation�segmentation
algorithm enables the extraction of moving objects that
correspond to the true scene� By following the objects
in time� the object motion and contour can be encoded
e�ciently with temporal updating� The interior of the
objects are encoded by ��D subband analysis�synthesis�
No a priori assumptions about the image content or
motion is needed�

A natural extension to our proposed encoder is 	�D
subband coding of each moving object� in light of the
fact that our motion estimation and segmentation pro�
vides us with a time�space segmentation of each object�
Thus� each object can be decomposed into temporal fre�
quencey bands by �ltering along the motion trajectories
within the boundaries� The �ltering in theory can be�
gin when the object �rst appears and continue until it
disappears or stops moving� The resulting temporal fre�
quency bands are arbitrarily shaped regions� for which
spatial subband schemes described earlier can be used�
This leads to a true 	�D subband decomposition of the
objects in the space�time domain�
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Figure �� Top row� Miss America frames ��� �
� and ��� Second row� corresponding object label �eld
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Figure 	� Comparison of motion estimation and coding� Carphone frame ��


